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and   the  result  follows  as  before.   A  calculation   gives  the   zero

1.272887 + .0649729* for Bsis).
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It is a well known consequence of the axiom of choice that forming

unions of directed families can be reduced to (repeatedly) forming

unions of chains. The most general formulation of this fact seems to

be P. M. Cohn's [l, p. 33]: in a partially ordered set, if every well-

ordered subset has a least upper bound, then every directed subset

has a least upper bound. This note is mainly concerned with proving

Cohn's result without the axiom of choice, but assuming the directed

subset has an ordinal cardinal number. (Cohn's use of the axiom goes

well beyond that.) Incidentally, well-ordered sets of the same size

suffice.

It seems to be still unknown whether there exist models for set

theory in which coi is the limit of a countable sequence of countable

ordinals. In any such model, of course, when countable sequences

have suprema, wi sequences have suprema.

Theorem. Let P be a partially ordered set and w„ an initial ordinal

such that every chain in P of order type :£coa has a supremum in P. Then

every directed subset of P of power at most fr$a has a supremum.

Proof. Let D be a directed subset whose elements x$ are indexed

by ordinals /3 <«„. For each index /3 and finite set P of indices, we de-

fine z(|3, F) by recursion on /3. Let P(F) be the subset of D indexed

by F. Let z(0, F) be the first-indexed xy that is a common successor of

the elements of DiF). If j3 = X+& where X is a limit ordinal (possibly 0)

and k is finite nonzero, z(/3, F)=z(K, F^JG) where G is the set

{X, X + l, • • •, X + fc —1}. We shall show that z(/J, F) is monotonic in
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0, and define z(\, F) for a nonzero limit ordinal X as the supremum of

the preceding chain {z(0, F): 0 <X}. Evidently it will suffice to show

z(0-\-l, F)^z(0, F) for |3<X. This holds if z(u, G) is monotonic in G

for the largest limit ordinal m=/3- The first ordinal v for which z(v, G)

is not monotonic in G is not 0; not a successor ordinal; not a limit

ordinal at which z(v, G) is the supremum of {z(0, G): 0<v}. So

z(0, F) is defined for all 0 and P. In particular, we have a chain

{z(0, A)} for the null set A which has a supremum p in P. Since

z(0A-l, A) ^xa, p is an upper bound of D. Any upper bound q oi D

exceeds all z(0, F), and by induction q exceeds all z(\-\-k, F) (or

z(X, F)) when this holds for the predecessors of X+fe (or X). Thus q

must exceed p, which is the required supremum.

No such theorem holds if "supremum" is replaced by "upper

bound." To see this, take any directed set D having no cofinal chain

and attach an element 7 for each chain C in D, with no order relations

except those in D and y>d whenever there is c in C such that c^d.

Assuming the axiom of choice, a related bit of information can be

added. The lower character oi a nontrivial directed set (i.e. one lacking

a finite cofinal subset) is the smallest power of an unbounded subset;

it is an invariant of cofinal type, and a rather useful one [2].

Proposition. The lower character of a directed set is the smallest

power of an unbounded chain in it.

Proof. Given an unbounded subset {xb} of smallest power Na,

indexed by ordinals 0 <coa, choose zs recursively as a bound for the set

consisting of Xa and all preceding zy. The Za form the required chain.
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